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FAIR ASSOCIATION
The call issued in last week's
for a mass
meeting to discuss plans for a
District Fair this fall, was' responded to by about 25 or more
citizens of the town and country
at the Odd Fellows Hall Tuesday
evening.
R. W. Bouiware xwas chosen
temporary chairman and V. Fred
Ogden. temporary secretary.
More than half those present
were from the country neighborhoods, and a keen interest was
shown by all.
After discussing plans fully,
in which discussion all joined in
freely, it was decided to appoint
another meeting to perfect the
organization, and in the mean
time to get busy and figure out
just wht we want to do and what
can be done.
A committee of three was appointed to formulate plans, estimate the cost and figure out resources and present a report at
the next meeting. This committee consists of W. Frank Wnlko-wiak- ,
H. Goodman and F. S.
Brown.
An interesting address by the
chairman and ' a .communication
from the promoters of the Chautauqua at Mountainair and the
proposed New Mexico auxiliary
to the International
Congress was read and discussed.
The meeting adjourned to continue planning for a permanent
organization next Wednesday af
ternoon, when all citizens of this
mesa aiv urged to b present and
help organizo the big est and
most efficient advertising scheme
ever attempted here, and one
that will attract more people here
than any other means of exploiting this territory.
Among the plans under con
templation is the forming of a
stock company to raise funds,
the leasing of a big corral or tent
for exhibition purposes, the class
ifying of exhibits and awarding
of prizes, the encouragement of
carnival and other entertainment
features, and in general to have
fair for
a modern,
three days, and form a permanent institution that will afford
profitable amusement "for our
people, exhibit what they can
raise and what they are doing
here, and above all, proclaim to
the outside world this truth, that
this is the most favored farming
section of the great Southwest.
Spanish-America-

SEARCH FOR POTASH

I

Buy At Home

Prof. L. B. Dertcher of Chi- cago, a noted chemist, for many
years in the employ of the U S.
government, was in Roy Thursday. He is at present searching,
for deposits of soluble potash,
and working on his own resources, having declined to work on a
salary for the U. S. in this instance.
The recent embargo
placed on export of this product
by the German government,
makes it especially "desirable to
locate beds of the mineral in this
country. The immenie deposits
of ochre and other mineral ash
products in this vicinity, warrant his investigation here. E. J.
H. Roy is driving him about the
country in his auto.
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interests are here.
Because the community that is good enough for me to
Because my

live in is good enough for me to buy in.
Because

I believe in transacting

business with my

friends.
Because I want to see

the goods.

get what I buy when I pay for it.
Because my home dealer "carries" me when I run
Because I want to

short.
Because every dollar I spend
works for the welfare' of Roy.

at home stays at home and

Because the man I buy from stands back of the goods.

what I produce here at home.
Because the man I buy from pays his part of the town,
county and state taxes.
Because I sell

Because the man I buy from gives value received

al-

T

t

ways.
Because the man I buy from helps support my school,
my church, my lodge and my home.
Because when ill luck or misfortune or bereavement
comes, the man I buy from is here with the kindly greeting, his words of cheer and his pocketbook, if needs be.

Here

I

Live and Here I Buy

P. P. Circle Meeting The Kind We Want
Several new members were
present at the regular meeting of
the Primroe Progressive Circle
Friday afternoon. The meeting
was in part a farewell reception
to Mrs. Max II. Karlsruher, and
was held at the home of the president, her sister, Mrs. Herman
Important business
Goodman.
was also transacted regarding
the future activities of the Circle.
Mrs. Karlsruher has been an active and useful member of the
Circle ever since its inception
and will retain her membership
even though changing her residence to Springer. She will be
missed by all social circles in Roy
but in none so much as by the
Primrose ladies. The Primrose
Progressive Circle and its auxiliary of young ladies have outlined
much philanthropic and social
work for themselves for the
coming season, the public schools
to be one of the beneficiaries of
their efforts.

We hope and believe that all this
S. F. Davis, of twelve miles
will be accomplished this fall, north of town, was here Thursthat the initial steps will be taken day. He reports his large wheat
next Wednesday, and that every
live farmer on this mesa will be crop is in the stack and that the
yield will be as good as expected.
present.

Wilson Morris and son, A.
Waldo Morris, of Council Grove,
Kansas, who arrived in Roy recently and are stopping at Irvin
Ogden, Sr.'s ranch, east of town,
have located on a half section
each of land nine miles souths
east of town, near W. H.
farm, and will soon ship
their stock and other personal

S. S. Convention.
The next Fifth Sunday Convention of the Eastern Mora
County Sunday School Association will be held on Sunday, July
30th, at Pleasant View school
house, seven miles east of Roy.
At our last meeting at Mills
the old officers were continued
and are now working on a program for the next meeting, which
we expect to be a complete success.

Everybody is cordially invited
to come with well filled baskets
and enjoy a good program, as we
always do at Pleasant. View, a
community,
lively,
where nothing is allowed to drag
or lack interest.
Some people drove twenty
miles to attend the last meeting
J. G. Reed, Pres.
at Mills.
wide-awak- e

Guth-man'-

effects. here and locate here in
future. They are from the
burned-ou- t

section of Kansas, and

The Embroidery Club held
their installation of officers July
13th at the home of Mrs. W. H.
Willcox. The following officers
wereinstalled: Mrs.W.H. Willcox,
president; Mrs. B. G. Tyler, vice
president; Mrs. F. A. Roy, secretary; Mrs.' L. E. Alldredge,
treasurer. After the usual routine of business, the hostess
served a dainty lunch. The club
then adjourned to meet with
Mrs. L. E. Alldredge July 20th.

it looks mighty good to them
here. Mr. Morris, Jr., is a
prominent school man, a member
of the city council of his town,
and of the sort of young men we
need here. His father came here
an invalid, but is fast losing hio
claim to that distinction, and is
infatuated with the country and
especially with his 320 acres of it
The Goodman Mercantile Co.
and the inexhaustible supply of have just received the first carlimber, building stone and pas- load of a large shipment of lumture that surrounds it.
ber ordered by them, and are
now offering lumber for sale at
Church Services.
prices to interest, you. Sheds are
now being erected to hold the.
Elder C. E. Hunt will preach at rest of the shipment when it arthe Roy school house Sunday, rives. A car of coal will soon be
July 23d. Everybody invited to received for the retail trade.
Goodman Mercantile Co.
attend.

,
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LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS

J.

H. Roy, Editor and Proprietor.

ROT.

NEW MEXICO

E.

Minor Occurences of More Than Ordi
nary Interest.

NEW MEXICO NEWS
Gathered From

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Eat for the Fun of It.
According to Mr. Herbert W. Fisher
in World's Work food is of no use to
us unless we enjoy it. Mr. Fisher does
not, however, recommend us to be
gluttons. He says the less we eat the
more pleasure we shall get. The principle is that if we eat little we shall
taste much. And the taste of food,
not the amount, Is, after all, the lure

Hay is selling for $11.50 per ton at
Dexter.
Twenty citizens of Las Cruces have
MUSHROOMS
A3 POpD.
yVestern Newspaper Union News Service.
been sued for poll tax.
of it
About one inch of rain has fallen
New Speed Ordinance.
City
at
country.
Silver
adjacent
and
Professor P. E. Clements, the state
Tucumcarl. In the future the speed
THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUING.
botanist of Minnesota, has attracted
The demand for brick from the peni- ordinance setting eight miles an hour
'
as the limit will be enforced owing
attention by bis estimate In a recent tentiary is greater than the supply.
Talk No. 8.
bulletin that the annual waste of
The Tucumcarl Chamber of Com- to several recent narrow escapes fiom
Avoid liquid bluing because It's at
Injury.
mushrooms In the United States merce has added 120 new members.
best only a weak solution of blue In
equals In value the entire agricultural
Miguel B. Ortiz has been arrested at
an expensive package. The customer
Masons Award Contract.
pays the cost of glass bottle and
product of the country, says the Man- Lagunita on a charge of horse stealSanta Fe. The Scottish Rite Ma- heavy freight charge by getting half
chester Union. It Is easy for an en- ing.
sons, Orient of New Mexico, have 'cent's worth of bluing.
thusiast in any Une of thought or en
A special term of court has been
awarded the contract to build the first
Buy RED CROSS BAG BLUING.
deavor to lose the sense of just pro- ordered to begin at Clovis September wing of
the Scottish Rite cathedral, Best blue, nothing but blue. Makes a
18th.
portion, and it may perhaps be taken
which when completed is to cost
basket of clothes look like a snowfor granted that Professor Clements
The patronage of the Carlsbad posdrift. ASK YOUR GROCER.
is beyond all expectahas permitted himself to be carried tal savings-ban- k
tions.
away by the contemplation
Work is not a man's punishment; It
Governor to Review Troops.
of the
waste of a natural food product which
Extra fancy shipments of fruit are
Santa .
Governor Mills and staff Is his reward and his strength, his
is more or less abundant everywhere being forwarded from Alamogordo will review the New Mexica National glory and his pleasure. George Sand.
Guard at Las Vegas July 26th, during
and which has an unquestioned food every day.
The transfer of the city water works the encampment there. A dinner will
value. Beginning with early summer
and continuing until late fall, the pro- to the town of Tucumcarl has been be given at night at which the governor and staff will be present
duction of mushrooms in woods, pas- made.
flow was developed upon
A
tures and waste places is something
Oil Strike Reported.
enormous, and a large proportion of the Stanley tract, five miles northwest
'
San
Drillers sinking a well
Rafael.
them are not only edible, but nour of Dexter.
capitalists
at
by
Missouri
financed
The assessment of San Miguel counishing. In so far as they are ' not
county, have
San
Valencia
Rafael,
made use of and a small proportion ty of this year totals $4,020,211, a gain struck oil at a depth of 250 feet. San
of them is ever gathered they of of $16,000.
Rafael is about 100 miles west of
The four weeks' session of the Cur
course, represent a loss of possible
food supply, but some account must ry county institute opened with an enforty-fouSends Boosting Committee.
be taken of the cost of collecting and rollment of
The
cement
were
Acme,
works
at
Albuquerque.
Simon Stern, John
consumers,
as
aisiri outing tnera to
at sheriff's sale by the Roswell Lee Clarke, P. F. McCanna, B. Spitz
well as of the danger from some speand George Arnotwere chosen at a big By Lydia E. Pinkham's
cies which are harmful and of at Lumber Company for $1,750.
mass meeting at the Commercial Club
reMaj.
Charles
George
will
P.
be
least two which may be classed as
Compound
lieved from duty at the New Mexico to go as a statehood boosting com Vegetable
deadly. These are easily distinguish
mittee to Washington.
agricultural college August 15th.
Ottumwa, Iowa. "For years I was
ed, to be sure, by any one who has
almost a constant sufferer from female
Burglars
an
made
unsuccessful
at
made a study of the mushroom tribe,
trouble in all us
County Seat Fight.
tempt to blow open the safe in the
but until Americans, as a rule, are
dreadful forms;
Alamogordo.-H- In
Santa Fe depot at Silver City.
the county seai
shooting pains all
much more familiar with the subject
fight
Carrizozo,
between Lincoln and
over my body, sick
A tour of Colorado is being arranged
than at present, a great proportion of
headache, spinai
for the Axtec Red Apples, who are District Judge Wright "decided that
the edible varieties will continue to go
weakness, dizziness.
the county records need not be moved
baseball champions again this year.
and
to waste.
depression,
house
court
the
until
from
Lincoln
The Rio Grande is still on a ram
everything that was
completed.
are
Carrizozo
jail
at
and
page and it is believed the damage
horrid. I tried many
Basing calculations on the estimate to property will reach thousands of As building on these has been halted
doctors in different
by an injunction, a deadlock results
parts of the United
that the number of American tourists dollars.
States, but Lydia E.
until the entire case is decided by the
in Europe in a season is 300,000 and
Extensive plans are being made to United States Supreme Court.
Pinkham's Vegetathat the average individual expendi- hold a? "New Mexico Development Conble Compound has
done more for me than all the doctors.
ture by these tourists is $750, some ference" at Mountainair on Saturday,
New Enterprise for Tucumcarl
I feel it my duty to tell you these
August 5th.
one has easily figured that about
0
facts. My heart is full of gratitude to
enterprise
for
Another
Tucumcarl.
In the baseball game between Cop
of American money is spent
Mrs. Habbiet E.
manu
a
factory
city
for
is
the
this
Íoufor 'my cure."
per
City,
Gulf and Silver
fourteen in
abroad in the course of a season; and
624 S. Ransom Street.
a
porous
tiling
for
of
facture
Ottumwa, Iowa.
this does not Include the cost of steam- nings were played, Silver City winning
tion according to the method of Al
ship tickets. Bankers who handle the by a score of 3 to 2.
Consider This Advice.
Hardin." M. B. Rice of this city, who
letters of credit for wealthy AmeriJ. D. Hand has sold the Clyde ranch is the promator of the recently formed
No woman Bhould submit to a surgican tourists are quoted to. the effect near Watrous, Mora county, for $100,- - $500,000 Ute Creek Oil and Gas Com cal operation, which may mean death,
that $3,000 is a fair average for the 000. The tract contains 5,000 acres pany, is at work forming a local com until she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a fair trial
value of these letters, says the Man- and Is to be colonized.
pany who will finance the venture and
This famous medicine, made only
chester Union. Among tourists of the
The Roswell Cantaloupe Association it is hoped to have the plant in opera 'From
roots and herbs, has for thirty
wealthy class, says the report, it is reports that there will be home grown tion by the first of August.
years proved to be the most valuable
common to place from $25,000 to $75,-00- 0 canteloupes on the local market by
Ionio and invigorator of the female
organism. Women residing in almost
in the hands of the bankers, and, August 20th at the latest.
Farmlngton Water Works System
as a rule, fully
of the
Farmlngton. The contract for con- every city and town in the United
As the result of heavy rains all the
to the
amount is drawn. Possibly the major gulches and arroyos in southern New struction of the municipal water works States bear willing testimony Pint-ham's
wonderful virtue of Lydia E.
premise of this main proposition has Mexico have become raging torrents system has been awarded for $15,000.
Vegetable Compound.
The machinery and equipment conbeen overdrawn; possibly the minor and crops are being damaged.
Mrs. Finkhara, at Lynn, Mass.,
tract has also been let. Water will be
premise; possibly both and possibly
gentlemen who pumped from
Two inebriated
all sick women to write
invites
to
a
river
Juan
San
the
neither. In any event, it must be ad- were placed in the Dexter jail escaped
Her advice is free,
advice.
for
ber
large cement reservoir, two miles confidential, and always helpf uL
mitted that $225,000,000 is a tremen
by the simple expedient of removing a above town, and furnished under
dous sum of American money to' be good-sizesection of the roof.
pressure. . The bonds have
taken to Europe and left there in a
Judge John R. McFie as committing been sold and construction will start
single season.
magistrate, held under $1,000 bond foi immediately, the plant to be finished
grand larceny, Jose Romero, Santiago by December 1st.
An ungallant New Jersey farmer Vigil; Josa Gano and Isaaias Muniz,
Prompt Relief Permanent Cure
dressed up his scarecrows in hobble at Albuquerque.
CARTER S LITTLE
Business Men Urge Statehood.
skirts and basket bats, and declares
A terrific, electric storm swept over
Albuquerque. The appeal from New LIVER PILLS never
n
that the crows are too
Fierro and Hanover recently. There Mexico to President Taft and the fail. Purely vegeta
, . P
act surely
by the fashionable frights to come was a regular pour down of rain and United States Senate, asking that the ble
CARTERS
gently on
A rm
near his fields. Many men will think the country was soaked. The cattle statehood bill be immediately passed but
itti c I
the liver.
more of the intelligence of birds after ranges are now in fine condition.
and the two states admitted Is grow- Stop after
f I II L 7 ' I
Inauguration by the dinner dis
this display of the crows' antipathy to
Mrs. Jumes T. Brewis, of Gallup ing fast since its
Albuquerque Commercial Club. Tele- tress-cu- re
hobble skirts.
who had been married but fourteen grams
are being sent from many cities indices tion.
eyes.
days, died and was buried from the to
the President and senators, urging improve the complexion, brighten the
same church and by the same priest
PRICE,
SMALL
DOSE,
A Chicago teamster has been sen
SMALL
PILL,
.SMALL
suspense
and
be ended
that the long
who performed her wedding service
tenced to one year in the penitentiary
Genuine must .bear Signature
the corresponding business depression
for stabbing a horse to death because
Mounted Policeman Rusk arrested In the Southwest be lightened. Capithe animal would not stand quietly William Wyman of Denver, at Chama, tal and homeseekeraare waiting for
beside a hitching post No doubt he for taking a shot at a Denver & Rio the word of New Mexico's admission
deserved what be got, but if he had Grande conductor. It is believed that to come to this territory and the longer the delay the more business in- DEFIANCE STARCH
merely killed a man he might be out Wyman la demented and an
terests are injured.
vict
on small bail

All Parts of the State

'
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Constipation
Vanishes Forever
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Financial Report.

Advertised Letters.

The following report of the "Roy
Postoffice, July J, 1911.
finances of the celebration of the
The following is a list of letters
4th at Roy is submitted by the advertised in the postoffice at
treasurer and attested by the Roy, N. M. If not called for in
30 days, will be sent to the Divispresident and secretary:
ion of Dead Letters, Washington,
Receipts.
D. C. In calling, please say adTotal collected by Fin. Com.,
.

entry fees and stand
$157.00
Disbursements.
!
Prizes for Races
$78.00
Barbecue
55.90
Advertising
15.90.
Decorations and incidentals
;
6.35
$156.15

Balance on hand

vertised.

Gonzales, Miss Lusilla.
Jemenez, Mr. Nicolas, (2).
Martinez, Miss Nicanora B.
Srsk, Tony.
Ruiz, Mr. Gregorio.
JAMES L. SWAIM, P. M.
.

.85

Respectfully submitted,
Max H.

Karlsruher,

Just received.
wire,

Glidden

thick set hay

Car of barbed
Standard and
wire, "American
painted wire,
wire and tight
Getv prices at

Special, black
heavy woven
chicken wire.
Goodman Merc Co., Roy.

Roy

-

-

You have heard the story of the farmer who chalked his accounts on the barn door, which later burned.
You are in a like rut if you don't use modern
methods.
Let us handle your money, do your bookkeeping;
relieve you from worry and work. A bank account
will give you safety and credit. Checks are your
personal coinage system.
If you haven't SURPLUS money, deposit ALL
your money with us and pay your bills by check.
You will soon have CREDIT AND THE SURPLUS.

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

Eugene J. H. Roy

Treasurer.
I have still in my possession
an order for $1.50 to be paid to
Mr. Browning for water furn
ished for the celebration, and as
there was only 85c in the treasury, did not pay this order.
There are other claims amounting to about $8.00 that must be
paid.
M. H. K.

TO THOSE WHO WORK

New Mexico

ROY, NEW MEXICO
H. B. JONES, President

United States

DR. F. B. EVANS, Vice Pre..

Commissioner
d

nished

in

stenographer furContest cases.

Everything in land
Contests,

near

Cthier

. . .

A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.

First Class and

Rooms and Meals the Very Best and at All Hours

matters-Fili- ngs,

Rov,

Proofs and

.

.

-

.

--

0
0

Service

Up-to-da- te

.

New Mexico

D
D

etc.
Office with the

tate

&

Roy Real

Es-

grr.r,'!"',"

Abstract Co.
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A. S. BUSHKEVITZ

'-.

..m1
J.

E.

tv nvi

H. BOY

SEC'Y AND TREAS.

Glad-

stone, informs us that he will be
in Roy next Saturday, July 29th,
for the purpose of conducting an
auction sale of horses, cattle,
farming implements and household goods. If you have anything for sale, bring it in.
Will

JUSTICE,

The Oriental Hotel

PRES. AND GEN. MANAGER

Geo. Goodyear of

L

0 E

. . .
Short-han-

C.

Paxton arrived in Roy

Thursday from Sigel, 111., and
will reside upon his homestead
east of town. Mr. Paxton is well
pleased with the looks of the
country, and says that the crops
in the east are not looking very
favorable.

Variety Machine

Works
ANDERSON

&

Roy Telephone Company
(INCORPORATED)

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jantas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

SHELTREN, Prop.

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksinithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates' Given on Pipes and
Pnmps for Wells
All

Wagon and Carriage

Work our Specialty

All work Guaranteed
Lewis Wetzel, our local jeweler,
returned to town Thursday, after
a few weeks visit with friends Variety Machine
Works
north of town. He reports that ROY,
NEW MEX.
there is plenty of work in advance to keep him busy for several days.

Connect with Long Distance at Springer
LONG DISTANCE FEES.
Chico
25c

Solano
Mosquero
Mill

: 35c
. 25c
35c

Abbott

Taylor
Jaritat
Springer

Local Residence
$1.50 per mo.

35c
45c
35c
50c

.

Local Business

$2.50 per mo.

.

Stahlin of Albuquerque,
representative of the Albuquerque Morning Journal, was here
in the interest of his paper Wednesday and Thursday.
C. A.

'

Esteban Cordoba of La Cinta
made final five year
proof on his homestead, Tuesday,
before Eugene J. H. Roy, U. S.
Commissioner.
Daniel Laum-bac- h
Ramon
and
Bonney acted
as witnesses in the proof.
Canyon,

H. E.

The Model Grocery
and Meat Market
Roy Bros., Props.

FRANK A. ROY
President.

C. F. ROY
Vice. Pres.

WM. C. ROY
Sec. & Treas.

The Roy Land & Live Stock
Company.
INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

Fancy Groceries,
Fresh Fruits and

Vegetables

ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OF

Always on Hand

THE ROY TOWNSITE
DEALERS IN

Burris and Homer Parks Fish and Oysters in Season

of fifteen miles northeast of town,
were business visitors here We can furnish you with the very
bést of edibles for the every day and
Thursday.
holiday trade. The very best goods at
the most reasonable prices.

Mrs. Alvira Stanton of GalleOnce a Customer, Always One
gos, was the guest of Mrs. Durham this week.
Next Door to Postoffice, ROY, N.

M.

ReaJ Estate and Ranches
Breeders of Sheep, Cattle and Horses
We hold several choice tracts of Agricultural land for sale.

Town Lots a Specialty

8

SHATTERED

FRAGMENTS

OF

THE

MAINE

TIPS FOR HOUSEWIFE

f

NEW IDEAS ON THE SERVING
VARIOUS FRUIT8.

0

More Frequent Use of Dried Cherries
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chief of engineers, In charge of the work of raising the wreck of the Maine, says the
GENERAL of the vessel
was such that It will be impossible to tell whether the ship was blown up from a force
within or without This assertion seems to be borne out by the accompanying photograph, the latest taken of the
uncovered wreck. Apparently there were two explosions, and the fore part of the vessel was utterly demolished.
BIXBY,

RELICS

OF INDIANS
i-t-

May Be Preserved by the State crowd of spectators. The Creek pun
ishment for stealing was 60 lashes
of Oklahoma.
on the bare back for the first offense,
Citizens of Creek Nation Want to
Turn Over to Commonwealth
Title to Old National Council
House as Museum.

'

Okmulgee, Okla. Citizens of the
Creek nation are hopeful that the
state of Oklahoma will accept title to
the old Creek national council house
at this place, that It may be preserved
as a historic building and used as a
museum for the keeping of relics typical of the Creek Indians.
If sold for commercial purposes the
Creeks would receive perhaps less
than 60 cents each from the proceeds
of the sale, a sum which they would
gladly forego if given assurance hat
the building would be kept permanently by the state. This was the
capítol of the Creek nation, as Ok
mulgee was Its capital, before the
tribal government was dissolved.
The building was erected in 1878, of
native sandstone, when the nearest
railroad station was Muskogee, 40
miles distant, from which much of the
building material was hauled by wag
on. Its cost was about $15.000.
In this building assembled the Creek
legislature, or council, as it was called,
composed of two houses, the upper
house, or "house of kings," and the
lower house, or "house of warriors,'
the former having 67 and the latter
114 members. In It were also housed
the supreme court, consisting of a
chief Justice and three associate Jus
tices, the governor or principal chief,
and the subordinate national officers.
The Creek nation enacted and exe
cuted Its laws In the same manner as
the neighboring states, Including cap
ital punishment The latter was by
shooting.
A large tree that still stands at the
left of the main entrance to the build
lng was where criminals were execut
ed. It was there that Timmle Jack
was shot for the murder of James
Brown. Jack was executed by Duke
Berryhlll, in the presence of a large
I

I

100 lashes for the second offense and
death by shooting for the third offense.
Prisoners were frequently whipped
under this tree, but the death penalty
for stealing, a more niggardly crime
than murder, was Inflicted at another
sot in the council house yard.
The dome of the building Is sur
mounted by a large gilt eagle. In one
of the wings Is a hole. Wesley Bar- nett, one of the romantic killers and
desperadoes of the Creek country,
lifted his Winchester in the streets of
Okmulgee one day and said he believed he would wing the eagle, just
for luck, and be did, hitting the left
wing.
The old building and Its shady
grounds have been the favorite meet
ing place of the Creeks upon national

occasions, from payment days to council gatherings.
Creek
The
still loves to come to Okmulgee and
sit with old friends on the grassy
lawns and tell stories of other days.
S. L. Johnson, though not a Creek
citizen, is seeking to Induce some society or organization of patriotic persons to acquire the building, if the
state should not, and preserve It for
Its historical associations.
There are
thousands of relics of Creek life scattered among Creek families
that
would be placed in the building If
properly safeguarded, and many per
sons having manuscript accounts of
Creek history, legends and tribal lore
would gladly place them in the ar
chives of such an Institution.
"The preservation of this old coun
cil house," said Mr. Johnson, "offers
the best and almost the only means
of preserving a record of the cus
toms and the identity of the Creek
people, and It would be an act of van
dalism to permit the building to be
swept away for the few dollars It
would bring."
old-tim- e

Hard-Earne-

d

Chicago. "Wake me 16 minutes
earlier than usual in the morning.
mother dear."
"Why?"
"I want to get tanned before I take
the elevated."
Such dialogues as this are now carried on by people who wish to be
tanned, but in the olden days they
talked this way:
"Well, next Monday I leave for the
lake. I'm going to sit in the boat each
day and In a week I'll return with a
tan that will put my
friends
to shame."
What's the use In these enlightened
days of spending your
money and your time at a summer resort when the main object of your
vacation Is merely to put on a good
brown summer color?
In the first place, to o to a summer resort costs J2( a week and up
mostly up, and to get thoroughly tan
pale-face-

d

hard-earne-

Uses of the White Grape-Var-iety
In School Children's
Luncheons.

Dried cherries should be used in
cookery oftener than they are at present Soaked over night and cooked In
sugar next day, they make a nice
sauce, which may well take the place
of apples at this time of the year,
when the latter fruit Is apt to grow
flavorless. They may also be used
in cakes and sweet puddings Instead
of currants, or in combination with
them. la fact they may be used In
almost any recipe calling for cur
rants. They have a piquancy which
the currant lacks.
The uses of the white erane are
endless. It makes a pretty addition
to fruit cocktails, salads and desserts
of all kinds. A fine bunch of white
grapes buried In the heart of a pale
green lemon jelly is a thing of beauty
wnen turned out on a crystal dessert
platter, and a bunch of purple grapes
looks equally well in a pale purple
jelly prepared from fermented srrane
juice, water, sugar and gelatine.
When bright red aDDles are to be
made lato sauce, do not peel but mere
ly wash them well, and quarter. Let
them cook till tender, and then press
them through a potato rlcer or very
coarse sieve that will exclude only
the skins and cores. Not only is the
Deautiiul color of the apples preserved
by this method of cooking, but there
is much saving of, good apple pulp,
wnicn is more or less wasted with
peeling.
In PUttlne UU school chtlrtron'
luncheons It is not necessary to use
alwayB the same kind of bread. White
wheat bread should be varied with
whole wheat, graham, rye and Boston
brown bread. The children will not
only have the dietetic advantneen of
the peculiar qualities of each kind,
but they will not grow tired so quick
ly of "plain bread and butter." Do
not cut off the crusts of the bread
and lose the nutriment which thev
contain.
To prevent baked potatoes from be
coming soggy, break the skins upon
taking them from the oven. This
gives the steam a chance to escape.

Gooseberries In Batter.
f
Make
pound of flour, two
eggs and a pint of milk Into a batter.
Use no baking powder, but beat the
batter a good deal, and make it two
hours before using. Wash and top
and tall one pound of gooseberries.
Cook very slightly with sugar, so as
not to break them. Lay In a well
greased pudding dish; mix two
of melted butter with the
batter, pour over the berries and bake
In a quick oven until a golden color.
ned outdoors Is more or less danger Serve as soon as It Is ready, with,
ous, for you may not be able to He plenty of soft sugar to eat with
It
down for several nights if you expose This Is a favorite with he children.
your arms too long to the hot sun.
The invention of an astute chemist
Cherry Ice.
has made it folly for one to take a
Stone one pound of cherries, break
trip and running chances of getting a the stones and take out the kernels.
cinder in his eye. Moreover, this in Cook the cherries with the kernels
vention has made It possible for -- the for ten minutes In one cupful of water,
hallroom boy to make three heaping tablespoonfuls of sugar,
his friends believe he plays golf most then pound them and add the strained
of the time..
juice of one and a halt lemons and
To get tanned this summer all you a few drops of red coloring.
Rub
have to do Is to purchase from a drug through a fine sieve, add one pint of
store a bottle of tanning fluid. In- custard, one wineglassful of sherry
stead of taking a trip just go to the wine and when cold freeze.
bathroom and apply the stuff, and
your friends won't know but that
New Way to Bake Sweet Apples.
you've spent a large lump of money
A new way to bake sweet apples.
at a fashionable summer resort
Put the apples In a stew pan over the
Of course, the artificial
tan will fire with a cup of sugar to a pint of
wear off in a week or so, bu so will water, let them boil until tender, but
a regular tan.
whole, and the water all In the apples; then put in dripping pan In a
It is sometimes better to keep good oven for a short time. They are
your own counsel than to engage a very juicy and firm. National
lawyer.

Drugs For Artificial Tan
Not Necessary to Spend
Money at Summer Retort Druggist Will Sell Chemicals.

OP
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Notice of Contest.

Notice of Contest.

Notice For Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., department of tne interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M.,
U. S. Land Office at C layton, N. M,
July 3, 1911.
June 15, 1911.
July 11, 1911.
July d, 1911
To Virtril L. Sutton, of Box 436,
Notice is hereby given that Charles
Notice is hereby given that Tito Stillwater,-Okla.xo JNewburnjN. uurrett, of solano, A.
Contestee:
Baker, of Solano, N. M., who,
Hurtado, of Mills, N. M., who, on
M., contestee:
hereby
notified that Frank
You are
on Feb. 3, 1909, made H. E. No.
ou are nereDy notified mat frank 07391,
Sept. 19, 1904, made H E. No. 5637, B. Pugh, who gives, Roy, Mora
for NW i, Section 34, Town
gn. who gives Koy, Mora ship 19
serial No. 03319. for E SW i and County, 'New Mexico, as his postofflce
North, Range 27 East,
E NW J, 'Section 33, Township 22 address, did on June 10th, 1911, file in county, iNew Mexico, as his postofflce N. M.
has filed notice of
P.
Meridian,
.North, Range 25 East, N. M. P. Meri- - thls oBlce bs duiy corroborated ap- - address, did on June 10th, 1911, file in intentiou to
make Final commutation
dian, has filed notice of Intention to plication to contest and secure the this office his duly corroborated ap Proof, to establish claim to the
land
make Mnal nve year rrooi, to estaD- - cancellation of your homestead, entry plication to contest and secure the bove described, before U. S. Court
lish claim to the land above described, No. 23033, serial No. 06277, made Feb. cancellation of your homestead, Entry Commissioner W. H. Willcox
at his
before U. S. Court Commissioner W. 6th, 1908, for NW i Section 7, Town- No. 21441, Serial No. 05861, made office,
at Roy, N. M., on the 28th day
H. Willcox at his office, at Roy, N. ship 19 North, Range 27 East, N. M". Nov. 18th, 1907, for S NE i Section of July, 1911.
M.j on the 22d day of August, 1911,
P. Meridian, and as grounds for his 7, and S NW i Section 8, Township
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
contest he alleges that said Virgil L. 19 North, Range 27 East, N. M.P.
William Short, Davis M. Talbot,
Jose Maria Lucero, Jose Maria Sutton has wholly abandoned his Meridian, and as grounds for his Alfred Clifford, Levi Culver, all of
Mae.stas, Francisco Montoya, Juan homestead entry; that he has failed to contest he alleges that said Newburn Solano, N. M.
L. Maestas, all of Mills, N. M.
reside upon, improve or cultivate N. Durrett has wholly abandoned his
Edward W. Fox,
Edward W. Fox,
same for more than one year last past homestead entry; that he has failed to
7
Register.
0
Register.
You are, therefore, further notified improve, cultivate or reside upon
that the said allegations will be taken same for more than one year last past.
You are, therefore, further notified
Notice For Publication.
by this office as having been confessed
Notice of Master's Sale.
by you. and your said entry will be that the said allegations will be taken
Department of the Interior,
canceled thereunder without your fur by this office as having been confessed
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
by
entry
you,
your
and
will
be
said
In pursuance of a judgment ren ther ritrht to be heard therein, either
July 11, 1911.
canceled
thereunder
without
further
anneal,
the
if vou
dered in the District Court of
hf.for this office or on
hereby
given
is
that Ruperto
Notice
Fourth Judicial District of the Ter- fail to file in this office within twenty I'ght to be heard therein, either be;
N.
who,
M.,
Roy,
on July
of
Garcia,
ritory of New Mexico, within and for days after the FOURTH publication f''e this office or on appeal, if you
16, 1906, made H. E. No. 9018, serial
file
twenty
fail
office
within
in
to
this
the County oi Mora, in tne case ci 0f this notice, as shown helow, your
No. 03899, for SE 1, Section 14, TownT. H. Sanders, Trustee, and the In- - enswer, under oath, specifically meet days after the FOURTH publication
ship 20 North, Range 25 East, N. M. P.
ternational Bank of Commerce, Tu- - iDg and responding to these allega of this notice, as shown Delow, your
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
cumcari, New Mexico, plaintiffs, vs. tions of contest, or if you fail within answer, under oath, specifically meet
to make Final five year Proof, to esthese
ing
allega
to
responding
and
F. M. Hughes and Amanda Hughes, that time to file in this office duvi proof
tablish claim to the land above de
defendants, No. 2015, which judgment that you have served a copy of your tions of contest, or if you fail within
scribed, before U. S: Commissioner
was dated on the 9th day of May, 1911, answer on the said contestant either that time to file in this office due proof
E. J. H. Roy, at his office, at Roy,
whereby plaintiffs were given judg' in person or by registered man. it
N. M., on the 22d day of August,
on
answer
tne
said contestant either
ment for the sum of UUáó. 18 with in this service is made by the delivery of
1911.
terest thereon at the rate of 10 per a copy of your answer to the contest- - n person or by registered mail. If
Claimant cames as witnesses:
cent per annum from and after date tnt in person, proof of such service this service is made by the delivery of
Antonio Reducindo Lucero, Tomas
of said judgment, together with all must be either the said contestant's a copy of your answer to the contest
Vigil,
Jose Vigil, Aurelio Aldeiz, all
person,
of
such
ant
proof
service
in
costs of said action, and the costs of written scknowledgment of his receipt
N. M.
of
Roy,
'this sale.
of the copy, showing the date of its must be either the said contestant s
Edward W. Fox,
NOW THEREFORE, NOTICE IS receipt, or the affidavit of the peron written acknowledgment of his receipt
0
Register.
its
HEREBY GIVEN, That I, Andres by whom the delivery was made stat- - of the copy, showing the date of
person
tne
or
t,
amoavit
uie
oi
receip
Gandert. special master heretofore inn when and where the copy was deNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
w mailt, hir
stonBfi mail, by whom the delivery was nude stat
o.mrvinWi humin will nn t.hfi 4th lav
of September, A. D. 1911, at 10 prt,of of such service must consist of ing when and where the copy was de
o'clock in the forenoon of said day, the affidavit of the person by whom üvered; if made by registered mail Department of the Interior,
Office at Clayton. N. M.,
at the front door of Court House at the copy was mailed stating when and proof of such service must consist of U. S. Land
July 11, 1911.
the affidavit of the person by whom
u. wus niniiPil
Mr,,.0
tr
Mnm rvmnt.v Nmv Mexico, tko it.-vHiethatEubalda
hereby
given
is
Notice
sell at public auction to the highest and this affidavit must be accompa- - the copy was manea staling wnen anu
Evel,
Eutemia
L.
of
the
Evel
heirs
for
was
to
postomce
which it
mai'ed
bidder for cash the following des- - nied bv the postmaster's receipt for the .1
V Í
M. , who, on July
N.
Roy,
of
deceased,
aecompameu
De
tomusi
amuavit
and
mis
r.ribod real estate and property,
the letter.
'
by the postmaster's receipt for the 1, 1905, made H. E. No. 6018, serial
vr,un an.r
...u.
ctnto
No. 03524, for W SW i, SE i SW i,
'Pha wot. half of the southeast Ollar- - tha nnma of the nnstortinn to which letter
Section 5, NW J NW i, Section 8.
answer
your
In
state
You should
ter and the east half of the southwest you desire future notices to be sent to
Township 18 North, Range 25 East,
which
postofflce
to
the
of
name
the
e
and vou.
quarter of section twenty-threN. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
to
be
sent
to
notices
future
desire
you
Edward W. Fox, Register.
the northwest quarter of the northeast
cf intention to make Final five year
you
Manuel Martinez, Receiver.
quarter of section twenty six, and the
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Register.
Fox,
W.
Edward
Date of 1st publication, July 8, 1911
northeast quarter of the southeast
Receiver.
above described, before U. S. Court
Manuel
Martinez,
" 15,
"
2d
quarter of section twelve,' township
W. H. Willcox at his
8, 1911
Commissioner
July
1st
publication,
of
Date
x
"
"
twenty-si22,
3d
eighteen north, range
M.. on the 22d day
"
N.
"
Roy,
15,
at
"
"
2d
office,
"
4th
east, N. M. P. M., and I will apply
"29,
' 3d
1911.
''
"
"
22,
August,
of
the proceeds of said sale to the satis
" 29,
"
" " 4th
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
faction of said judgment and costs
N'conora Andrade. Nieves GalleANDRES GANDERT,
Alfonso Lucero, Alfredo Lucero,
gos,
Department of the Interior,
Special Master.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Roy, N. M.
of
all
u
m
U. S. Land Office at Santa e,
Holloman & McElroy, Attorneys
Edward W. Fox,
1911.
6,
July
for Plaintiff, Tucumcari, N. M.
Department of the Interior,
Register.
0
Notice is hereby given that Maria
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Rita G. de Blea, heir, for the heirs of
June 13. 1911.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Malaauias Blea, deceased, Mills. N.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
M who, on May 2, 1911, made home
Department of the Interior,
Sandoval, of Albert, N. M., who, on
stead entry, No. 9307, for N SW i,
Department of the Interior.
M
N.
Fe,
Office
at
Santa
U. S. Land
Sent. 16. 1907. made H. E. No. 19938
13, and N i SE J, Section 14,
Section
V S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
July 6, 1911.
serial No. 05473, for S J SE i, Sec. 11
July 11. 1911.
Township 21 North, Range 24 East,
SW i SW i, Sec. 12, N W i NE 1, Sec
Notice is hereby given that Maria N.
that Frangiven
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
hereby
is
Notice
Rita G. de Blea. heir, for the heirs intention to make Final five year 14, Township 20 North, Range 28 East,
y Navarro, of Mills, N.
Trujillo
cisco
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
of Severo Blea. deceased, Mills, N proof,
to establish claim to the land
M., who, on July 7. 1906, made H. E.
M., who, on May 2, 1906, ma.de home' above described, before Eugene J. H. intention to make final five year
No. 8857, serial No. 03883, for lots 2, 3,
stead entry, No. 9308, for SE i, Sec Roy, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, Proof, to establish claim to the land
Township 21 North,
18,
- Section
tion 13, Township 21 North, Range N. M., on the 15th day of August, above described, before U.. S. ComN. M.P. Meridian,
25
nu
East,
.
r
Range
24 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
missionei ft. J. n. rKoy, &i nis onice,
1911.
intention to make
of
notice
tiled
has
Roy, N. M., on the 25th day of
at
notice of intention to make Final
to establish
as
witnesses:
names
Proof,
Claimant
Final five year
five vear proof, to establish claim
July, 1911.
bedescribed,
above
Madrid, Ignacio Maestas,
Fermin
land
the
claim to
to the land above described, before
Claimant names as witnesses:
Commissioner W. H.
Madrid, J.
all of
Abel
Court
S.
U.
fore
Eugene J. H. Roy, U. S. Comrais
Francisco Gonzales, Celso MarMills, N. M.
at his office, at Roy, N. M.,
Juan P. Arguello, of Albert, Willcox
tinez,
sioner, at Roy, N. M., on the 15th day
Manuel R Otero,
on the 22d day of August, 1911.
N. M.; E. W. Paxton, of Roy, N. M.
of August, 1911.
9
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Edward W, Fox.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Navarro, Abel Madril, IgnaRegister.
6
Fermin Madrid, Ignacio Maestas,
Maestas, Alberto Maestas, all of
cio
Insure your property with the
Ahf.1 Madrid. J. D. Medina, all of
Mills, N. M.
Koy Real Estate & Abstract Com
Mills. N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
and
meals
For good
pany. . Unly reliable companies
Manuel R. Otero,
Register.
0
Hotel.
service, go to the Oriental
represented.
Register.
,
Department of the Interior,
.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
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ARE YOUR KIDNEYS WEAK?

In
eight
teen
over

ñShoo Polishes

a political riot In Ocottan, Méx..
Thousands suffer from slckorweak- men were killed and at least fif- med kidneys without knowing the
were wounded. Trouble started
cause. If you have
the governor's race.
backache,
headache, Finest In Quality. Largest In Varlaty,
They meet every requirement (or cleaning ana
disorders,
urinary
polishing shoes of all kind! and color.
The condition of John W. Gates, who
kidneys
look
Acts directly and peculiarly Is ill in Paris, is said to be unchanged
give the help the
as the duration of his illness
i';t:
on the blood; purifies, enriches except
kidneys
Mrs.
need.
has weakened the patient
R. E. Scot 302 Front
and revitalizes it, and in this
Reports from northern Ontario are
St, Baker City, Ore.,
way builds up the whole sys- that the forest fires
which for several
says:
"For twelve
Get it today. days have swept - over a section of
tem. Take
years I was a sufferer
In usual liquid form or in chocolata country,, extending 300 miles northfrom kidney trouble.
ward from North Bay and covering a
My back ached terri- coated tablets called 8arsatabs
wide section east and west, either ily, the kidney secretions were in
have been extinguished or are under iwful condition and my bladder badly
THE MARTYR.
control; 400 lives were lost in this nflamed." I grew so bad I was bedfire.
fast and was so thin I looked like a
ikeleton. Doctors failed to help me
GILT EDGE the only ladles shoe dressing
md I began using Doan's Kidney that
positively contains OIL. Blacks and Polishes
WASHINGTON.
ladles'
and children's boot and shoes, shine
Pills. They cured me permanently
wlthnni rnhblnsr. 25a. "French Gloss." 10c
combination for cleaning and polishing
I
DANDY
ind
am
now
as
strong
well
and
as
Comparatively cool weather Is to
all kinds of russet or tan shoes, 35a "8ter"slse, lOo.
QUICK WHITE makes dirty canvas shoes
prevail throughout the country, ac- tnyone."
clean and white. In liquid form so It can be
Remember the name Doan's.
cording to the general weekly forecast
illicitly and easily applied. A sponge In every
so always ready lor usa. i wo sises, w
For sale by druggists and general package,
issued by the weather bureau.
25 oents.
ttorekeepers everywhere. Price 50c. and
your
dealer does not keep the kind yon want,
If
-- Director
us his address and the price In stamps for
Joseph A. Holmes of the Foster-MIlbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y. ' send
a full slie package.
Bureau of Mines, left Washington to
WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO..
JO-imake a study of mine conditions in
Albany at., Cambridge. Mast.
Prudential Reasons.
uiaesi ana íxirgeai .manufacturera vj
Colorado, Utah, Montana and Alaska.
"So you are going to send your IM
Shoe PolUhet in the World.
The
to the Southern took off. But isn't her name Arabella
!
states of more than $68,000,000 collect unn?"
PACKER'S
"What's that got to do with our
HAIR BALSAM
ed by the government between 1862
(Tisanes
beautiflss ha hala
Tj Fromotss and
and 1868 as a tax on raw cotton, is fetting rid of her?"
a luioii.nt growth.
f
ray
Bestore
to
l
Talle
an
Never
my
boy,
dear
isn't there
w
m'
provided for in a bill introduced by "But,
fiH-Hal
lu Toothful Polor.
Cunt seals, diseases a hair leluaf.
Polly So Mrs. Highmere's husband Representative Clayton of Alabama.
irdinance against discharging A. Gunn
tOc,sndl,OOat Drurriu
j "V
pithin the city limits?"
has developed bad habits. How did
pure
Harvey
Dr.
Wiley,
W.
food
ex
you hear about it?
Dolly Oh, Mrs. Hlghmere invited pert and chief of the Bureau of Chem
When a man is on his uppers there
us all to an afternoon tea bo she could iBtry of the Department of Agriculture fen't much consolation in knowing that
tell us how she suffered in silence 1
and one of the most widely known of in honest confession is good for the
ficials in the government service, has lole. '
Bl?ef ..! rallaf ta era MUtltu saaaea' St lui, asa sr At
An Artist
been condemned by the committee on
"You had to refuse the request of
Watson B.Coleirma,Wat
personnel" of the Department of Agrl Km. Wftislow's Soothing Syrup for Children
Itigton.D.C. Books tree. Highthese men?"
PATENTS
eethlng, softens the gums, reduce! Inflammaest references. Best resulta
a
with
to
culture
recommendation
tion, allays pain, cures wind colic, 26c a bottle.
"Yes," replied Senator Sorghum.
permitted
he
"be
President
Taft
that
"Were they angry?"
DEFIANCE Gold Water SI arch
A woman has about as much uBe
"Not at all. I showed so much to resign."
makes laundry work a pleasure. 16 oz. pkg. 10o,
oblige
grief at not being able to
The defeat by a vote of 32 to 14 of !or a man who doesn't admire her as
them that they went away sympathiz
the first of Senator Cummins' amend- l fatted calf has for a prodigal son.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
ing with me."
ments to the Canadian reciprocity
bill in the Senate made it clear that
Personal.
Garrulous Barber As the sayln' the measure is scheduled to emerge
goes, "There's always room at the from the Senate without any change
from Its original form. The Senate
top."
Sensitive Customer How dare you refused to attach to the bill Senator
refer to my baldness!
Cummins' proposal to give Canadian
fresh meats and meat products free
Eaty.
access to the American markets.
FOR COLDS AND HEADACHES, INDIGESTION AND SJDUR
Knlcker How can you identify
Harry
N. Atwood, the Boston aviaSTOMACH, CAS AND FERMENTATION, CONSTIPATION AND
your umbrella?
8IUOUSNESS.W1TH MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS.
Bocker By the man I took it from. tor, flew over Washington in his aeroplane, played aerial pranks with tho
Washington monument, circled tall
A 8POON SHAKER.
buildings, had fun with an army of
Straight From Coffeedom.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.;
automobiles, bicycles, pedestrians and
IN THE CIRCLE
Coffee can marshall a good squadron police by pretending to land at variPACKAGE 0FTHE GENUINE
EVERY
ON
of enemies and some very hard ones to ous points In Potomac park, and finallady
ly
sweeping
of
in
Florida writes:
circles
overcome. A
after a series
"I have always, been very fond of near the capítol, soared in the gather
THE WONDERFUL POPULARITY OF THE GENUINE SYRUP
good coffee, and for years drank it at ing dusk to the army aviation field
OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS
least three times a day. At last, how- at College Park, Md., whence he had
MANUFACTURERS TO OFFER IMITATIONS. IN ORDER TO
ever, I found that it was injuring me. come.
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT AT THE EXPENSE OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS. IF A DEALER ASKS WHICH SIZE YOU WISH,
"I became bilious, subject to. freWith the Supreme Court decision
quent and violent headaches, and so
OR WHAT MAKE YOU WISH. WHEN YOU ASK FOR
SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF SENNA. HE IS PREPARvery nervous, that I could not lift a still' ringing in the ears the tobacco
' eoHTAiNiiu hi
ir t liStS
ING TO DECFJVÉ YOU TELL HIM THAT YOU WISH THE
spoon to my mouth without spilling a trust received another Jolt when Dr.
ckhIl9I alcohol
prediction
Wiley
Harvey
the
made
THE
FIG
BY
CALIFORNIA
MANUFACTURED
Í
GENUINE.
xriTma rm
part of its contents.
Mtr
iMsaajstt
1(
taaa
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS KNOW THAT
SYRUP CO
r
r axu
II II
"My heart got 'rickety' and beat so that within fifteen years smoking and
f.
Mm " U I II II
"TVI1
public
chewing
in
TT IS MANUwill
tobacco
be
THAT
GENUINE
AND
IS
BUT
THERE
ONE
scarcely
fast and so hard that I could
i I!
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"I do not suffer from biliousness any by Senator Simmons of North Carolina,
FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN. YOUNG AND OLD FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
more, my headaches have disappeared, all seeking to increase the number of
ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE.
my nerves are as steady as could be Canadian manufactured articles that
desired, my heart beats regularly and shall be admitted free of duty, werj
my complexion has cleared up beauti- voted down. The voted stood 14 to 53.
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PERFORMING POLICE DUTY.

CHOLERA IN
OUR MIDST

For Your

NEW YORK HAS FIFTEEN CASES

?

Enjoyment,

OF ASIATIC
CHOLERA.

Here's an individual among; drinks a beverace that
fairly inapt with delicious goodness and refreshing
wholesomeness.

OFFICIALS
GOVERNOR

DIX

ALARMED
MAY

BE ASKED

TO TAKE CHARGE OF
That fellow's flirting with every servant girl on my
SITUATION.
beat. I'd run him in if I could charge
him with some offense.
(the
milkman) That's Western Newspaper Union Newt Service,
Chalker
easy. Charge him with impersonating
New York. Alvah H. Doty, health
an officer!
officer of the port, regards the cholera situation as being well in hand
IN AGONY WITH ITCHING
but does not conceal his apprehen"About four years ago I broke out sion that New York is "in the very
with sores on my arms like bolls. Af- midst of a threatened Invasion of
ter two months they were all over my cholera."
body, some coming, and some going
Further, Dr. Doty said, "the quaraway. In about six months the boils antine department of every port in
Quit, but my arms, neck and body this country is facing a very serious
broke out with an itching, burning and onerous task during the summer,"
rash. It would burn and Itch, and and it is not improbable that many
come out in pimples like grains of
vessels arriving from Italy In the next
wheat. I was in a terrible condition;
weeks-wi- ll
bring one or more
few
I could not sleep or rest. Parts of my
cases
disease.
the
of
flesh were raw, and I could scarcely
The official report of the situation
bear my clothes on. I could not lie
there are fifteen cases at
shows
In bed in any position and rest In
about a year the sores extended down Swinburne Island hospital and four
to my feet. Then I suffered agony cases symptomatic of the disease. One
with the burning, Itching sores. I more victim has died.
The steamer Perugia has been decould hardly walk and for a long time
tained and the medical staff is preI could not put on socks.
"All this time I was trying every- paring to make bacteriological examthing I could hear of, and had the skill inations of the 248 persons from the
of three doctors. They said it was steamer Moltke who are now under
eczema, I got no benefit from all observation.
It Is possible Governor Dix will be
this., I was nearly worn out, and had
given-u- p
in despair of ever being cured called upon to take charge at quaranCharles Dushkind, attorney
when I was advised by a friend to try tine.
Cuticura Remedies. I purchased Cuti-cur- a for the Immigrants, whose charges
Soap, Ointment, and Resolvent, against Dr. Doty are being investiand used exactly as directed. I used gated by a commission made public
the Cuticura Remedies constantly for a letter he wrote to Judge Bulger of
four months, and nothing else, and was the commission, suggesting the latter
perfectly cured. It is now a year, and call upon Governor Dix to take charg
I have not had the least bit since. I of the health department. ,
Washington. The public health and
am ready to praise the Cuticura Remhospital service Is watching
marine
any
.
L.
(Signed)
edies at
time.
closely the appearance of cholera in
Cate, Exile, Ky., Nov. 10, 1910.
In every
Although Cuticura Soap and Oint- New York and Is
of
ment are sold by druggists and dealers way with the health authorities
that state. One of the experts of the
everywhere, a sample of each, with
book, will be mailed free on ap- service has departed to lend further
plication to "Cuticura," Dept. 21, K, assistance and instructions have been
Bent to agents at all suspected ports
Boston.
abroad to exert Increased vigilance.
The Summer Toast.
Government officials scout the idea
In all her business life the bit of that there is any danger of anything
work she is now completing has been approaching an epidemic of cholera,
most pleasant, says the free lance They believe the few cases are merely
stenographer.
sporadic and such as have been dls"I have been typewriting toasts- - on covered have been carefully traced and
paper naklins," she said. "A society all means have been employed to
of club women who have planned to
a spread of the plague.
do a lot of outdoor entertaining this
summer expect to use thousands of
Gas Kills 21 Miners.
paper napkins, and I have had the
minen
Dubois, Pa. Twenty-on- e
Job of typewriting a toast on each
napkin. It is a pretty idea, and I tried were killed in an explosion In tho
to meet the charming sentiment of shaft of the Cascade Coal & Cokf
the ladles halfway by using a good Company's mine at Sykesville, nlnti
g
ink, but in spite of that miles from here. The explosion oc
precaution I am afraid, that many a curred at 9:30, but it was after mid
guest will leave the lunch table with night before the extent of the dis
a purple smudge on her face."
aster was known. All of the dead but
three are foreigners. The explosion
was slight as evidenced by the small
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle o damage done In the mine, but the
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for deadlv damn is responsible for most
Infants and children, and see that it of
the fatalities. Upon learning of
Pparfl tli A
the accident, the bureau of mines at
Signature of
Washington Immediately ordered out
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Rescue Car No. 7 from Pittsburg
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria Four trained rescuers and the neces
sary apparatus were aboard.
Lagging Behind.
Hoke émith Goes to Senate.
"Why are you loitering ajourid
here?" demanded the policeman. "You
Atlanta. Ga. Hoke Smith will g
seem to have no object In view."
to the United States Senate to fill
"I'm out walking with my wife, of- out the unexpired term of Unitea
ficer. She's about 20 yards behind in States Senator A. S. Clay.
-- a
hobble skirt"

vhas more to it than mere wetness or sweetness
t'svig
orous, tun ot lite, you'll enjoy it trom the tirst sip
to tne last drop and afterwards.
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"Oh, yoq can never fool my Ma,
I know just what she'll say)
That that's as much like Faultless Starch,
As night-tim- e
it like day."
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R GREAT TEMPTATION.

Sliced

W
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Dried Beef

Highest Quality
Finest Flavor

11
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In sealed glass jars at your grocers

lüí
Aunt Dinah Ephrum, dat ole Cunnel
Leigh Is got some of de fines', mos'
lubly young turkeys I eber sot my
blessed eyes on. Dat am a fac'!
Uncle Ephraim Yaas, honey, dis
chile knows it. An' I on'y got 'llglon
two weeks ago! An' jes' two days
befo' Thanksgibbln ! Dinah, I'se mighty
'fraid I's goin' to be a backslider,
shuah as youab. bohnl
Tho aluminum of this country from
a production of 83 pounds in 1863, its
consumption In 1900 amounted to
pounds.

It's the land of the free
sters and bachelors.
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The man who thinks he knows it all
never gets much of a chance to tell it
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Among the buiiness visitors
here, Prof. W. G. Johnson writes from nearby ranches at Roy the
from Wagon Mound in part as past week we note Fulgencia C
follows: "Roy district has over de Baca and D. E. Baca of Ute
$200 to their credit and all war- Creek canyons, cousins of Reme- rants can be paid in full for the jio Lopez, prominent capitalists
past year. The same amount of and stockmen of the territory.
school funds may be expected Both of these gentlemen were ed
for next year. Hope soon to de ucated at Notre Dame parochial
cide about teacher for Pleasant school, South Bend, Indiana
View school. There are now over Acquaintance with these gentle
forty teachers at the normal, and men can but foster the wish that
more expected.. Of over thirty educational advantages could not
more of
teachers who took the examina- have been extended-tfailed. the native people of this territory.
tions at Mora,
Roy teachers are doing excellent The difference between the edwork, nlso the Kitchell tjirls and ucated and the ignorant is probaThe proposed bly no more marked among naBradley boys.
changes in th Roy school build- tive peole than amongst any other
ing met with the hearty approval nationality, the trouble is that
of the County Supt., but he education is the exception rather
thinks the plan to move the pri than the rule. The coming genmary building should be deferr eration will have the advantage of
ed, and the expense saved with a public schools, brought about by
view to selling it to advantage, the advent of Eastern people.
and enlarging the permanent
H. C. Abbott of Springer, was
Normal is in every
building.
in Koy Thursday in the interest
way a success, and all having
of the Springer Fair, which will
good time."
be held. Sept. 28th to 30th this
J. B. King has purchased the year. Mr. Abbott issues a special
old, Roy .Blacksmith Shop and invitation to Roy farmers to come
and bring exhibits, ana assures,
is ready to do all kinds of
and wood work. Mr, them they will be welcome to all
,King came from Cestos, Okla., the prizes if they can win them as
about two months ago and has they did last year. He went on
the reputation of being a tirst with Mr. Li. iy Uertcher on a
class blacksmith and workman. trip in Union county, Oklahoma
He owns a good homestead near and Texas in the E. J. II. Roy
the Cliicosa lakes, and expects to auto.
make Rov his home in the future.
Call on the
for news.
for all your printing.

In a personal letter to friends

o

one-hal- f

black-smithin-

g
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The closer a merchant comes to supplying the
needs of his customers, the nearer will he come to
the high water mark of success.
When a customer starts on a
drive to our
store, he does
the assurance that he can get
what he. wants.
30-mi- le

so-wit-

h

The investment involved in our stock of merchandise is spread over the most complete and entire variety of stock kept in any mercantile house in Northwestern New Mexico.
That is why we enjoy today the patronage of
tomers who have been trading with us for years.

cus-

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE CO.
Roy, New Mexico
J. A. Eaton, salesman of Armour & Co., was calling on local
merchants here Thursday. He
made a trip to Solano in the
auto in the afternoon.
Wal-kowia-

Harry Todd, the well
grocery salesman of the
ern Colorado Mercantile
Trinidad, called on local
ants here Wednesday and

k

Win. H. Baum, Jas. Baum,
Mrs. Ida Church and
Mrs.
Blanche Dunn were visitors at
Solano Sunday.
They drove
down in the Baum auto.

We are always busy and never
South- too busy to look after vour land
Co of business. Call at our office. Roy
known

merch-

Real Estate & Abstract Co.
Spanish-America-

n

for news.
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The Good man
(INC.)

Wl ercantiie

Co,

H. GOODMAN, Manager

Dealers in General Merchandise
Agency for

J.

L CASE ENGINES,

and Threshing Machines,
Cream Separators,
and all Farm
Machinery.

NEW STORE AND NEW STOCK
Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Glassware, Groceries, Hay,
Feed, Flour and Anything that is needed in any Home

We buy Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hides, Pelts and Wool.
PHONE 5555

LUMBER

AND COAL

We expect soon to add
a complete line of Lumber, Coal and Building
Material.

We also buy Country Farm Produce

Before Buying Elsewhere, Give Us a Call
ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
2S

FINE

LINGERIE

RULES

for drawers. Lawn goes well with
It, as well as a little edge of
In fact,

WAND WORK

NECESSITY ON
UNDERWEAR.

Soft Finished Dimities and Batistes
Are Textures to L ok for Garments Must Accord With
8klmp Lines o Dress.
How can womankind resist the
plies of airy white goods everywhere
seen when fine underwear is de
rlgueur, and unmade matherlals are
so cheap, and ready-mad- e
lingerie so
expensive? The textures to look for
at this burning season are the
dimities and batistes, which,
checked, striped and figured, turn out
tnost satisfactory garments of the in- soft-finish-

there
thin
white material
that
cannot be used for underwear, and as
a contrast In material Is very smart
the home dressmaker can use up all
the bits left from cutting one garment
on another in a different texture. As
the more ordinary patterns of Val
have been copied in cheap laces, this
admirable dentelle has been set
aside for novelty laces of all sorts
where the garment's texture, too, Is
unusual. But if all the underwear is
of American lawn, which is a very
useful and dainty material for summer, Val makes about the cheapest
and most effective edge that can he
had.
Our Illustration drops us back to
the commonplace top'o of underwear.
It gives the separate corset cover,
a scant garment made of embroidery
and finished at the armholes with a
little hand needlework to match
Through eyelets at the top, and the
beading of the belt, Is drawn a narrow wash ribbon In pale blue.
Many women who regard the sep
arate corset cover as a nuisance sew
the belt of this model to the wide
drawers now worn and so effect useful little combinations. The drawers
are of the enormously wide skirt
variety, with the bias upper part fitting the hips without' a wrinkle and
with their bouffant legs they quite
adequately take the place of short
petticoats.

TRIMMING

Is scarcely a
on the market

FOR

THE

SUIT

Nothing so Effective as Black and
White Striped Silk for
Tailored Garment.

Corset Cover.of Embroidery Flouncing
tímate sort. The models for chem
ises, drawers, princess slips, skirts
and combinations must alt be of a
sort to accord with the eklmp lines of
outside dress, and good hand sewing
is a necessity. Yes, hand sewing, the
dainty stltchery of our' grandmothers,
Is almost compulsory on
lingerie. Only the seams may be
stitched, but all the rest felling,
hems and tucks must be put In with
patient fingers and with much dantl
ness at that
Trimming? Well, you may be as
much or as little trimmed as you like,
or can afford, in your lingerie, but the
woman
with
tastes
aristocratic
chooses a very modest trimming, pre
ferring to put most of her money and
energy in the material and good
A little edge of imitation
work.
Cluny, run with doll ribbon and whip
ped to the rolled goods, is all that is
seen on many lovely kimono gowns
chemises and drawers. As tucks take
up a lot of room or add a suggestion of heat they are confined to
skirts, but even then are put up and
down, so that the flouncing in which
they are used will, fall gracefully. A
lovely use can be made of a small
quantity of dotted muslin, for this
n fprtn the flounce on a petticoat
or shape collars for gowns and frills

As a decorative agent in trimming
the tailored suit there Is nothing so
effective as black and white striped
silk.
It may be as wide as one inch or as
narrow as pin stripes, but it has a
dash and charm all Its own and fully
realized by us today.
Linen or serge suits have come
under its sway. Revers, collars and
cuffs are deep or shallow, but they
are modish in black and white stripe.
This does not mean that no other
color need be used. On the contrary,
the neutral background on which to
add green, peacock blue, citron, coronation red or royal blue.
Buttons are sure to be applied accurately on stripes which is a helpful hint to home dressmakers. Braid
can convert a colored background Into
checks, If you wish. The suit can be
decidedly changed by adding the popular striped silk so much exploited
by our leading designers.

Hollyhocks on Hats.
There is nothing demure about this
season's millinery, as witness the fact
that hollyhocks, as well as sunflowers,
are the new and important flowers to
go on all kinds of hats.
The hollyhocks are placed in an upright stalk at
the side of a high crowned hat, in the
same way we are' now using straight
wired plumes.
What His Lady Thought.
Connoisseur Ah, there's no doubt
they mixed their colors with brains in
those days!
His Lady Oh, how dreadful! But
It was a frightfully cruel period,
wasn't it? London Opinion

WATER FOR POTATOES

GREEN MANURE IS VALUABLE

Irrigation Seldom Needed Until

Increases Water Holding Capacity of
tne soil Leguminous Crops Arc
Highly Recommended.

About Month of July.

(By J. D. 14ARSHALL, Colorado Afrlcul.
tural uoiiega.)
It Is a well established fact that the
soils of the arid regions are as a rule

Of Much Importance That 80II Be
Well Pulverized to Allow Root
System of Young Plant to Get
Food Soon as Posslblo.

deficient in organic matter. This deficiency may be overcome to a certain
extent by any of the three common
methods of adding organic matter to
the soil, which are as follows: (a)
By green manure and crop residues;
(b) by accumulations In pasturing;
(c) by applications of farm ma
nures.
Of the methods mentioned the first
is the most Important and least practiced. It consists mainly in the growing of a crop which Is plowed under
while it is green and succulent, as it
decomposes most readily in that stage.
Dr. Cyril G. Hopkins of the Illinois
station, In comparing green manures
with farm manures, makes the following significant statement: "As an
average, animals digest and thus de
stroy
of the dry matter in
the food they eat, so that one ton of
clover hay plowed under will add as
much humus to the soil as the manure
made from three tons of clover hauled
off and fed, even if all the manure is
returned to the land without loss by
fermentation."
Leguminous crops, such as alfalfa,
clover, field peas and vetches, are
usually recommended for green manures. They have the special power of
obtaining their nitrogen from the air
through the agency of bacteria inhabiting the tubérculos on the roots.
Any of the above crops can be grown
in the soils of the arid regions.
The characteristic
advantages ot
green manures to the soil are as follows:
1. Increases its fertility
by the
large amount of organic matter which
it acquires.
2. Increases its water holding

(By T. 8. PARSONS, Agronomist, Wyoming: Experiment Station.)
In providing a suitable soil for pota-

toes the fertility should be conserved.
Live stock is the real basis of fertility In any agricultural district The
feeding of grains and grasses on the
farm replaces in the soil the vegetable
matter which produces the humus and
furnishes the nitrogen which keeps up
the fertility of the boíL In the mountain country, where water Is the prime
requisite, there is no better storage
for water in the soil than decayed
vegetable matter, as this vegetable
matter makes the soli porous, t is
impossible to grow potatoes without
an open, porous soil, and it is Im
portant that the soil is well pulverized and firmed in order that the root
system of the young plant may be able
to secure plant food as quickly as
possible.
If the seed-beis well prepared and
the potatoes thoroughly cultivated
they will seldom need Irrigation until
July. Irrigation water is generally
cold and it is important not to Irri
gate too frequently, for the water
causes the soil to run together and
lowers the temperature to a degree
that is unfavorable tor the young
plants. Water should be applied only
when the plants indicate that they are
in need of it by the darker color of
the foliage, or one may dig down Into
a hill and press a handful of soil In
the hand. If it falls to retain its
form, irrigation is needed.
Care
should be taken, however, that the
ground does not get too dry, as the
growth will be stopped. It has been
the experience that if potatoes are
grown as rapidly as possible so as to
become strong and well established
early In the season they will stand
the maximum of unfavorable conditions later on in the season. Irrigation and irritation go well together.
When ready to irrigate a
trench is run between alternate middles with a lister or double moldboard
plow which throws the soil each way.
In these furrows the irrigation water
is run so as to keep the soil from
solidifying by flooding and to keep
the water away from the plants. For
the second irrigation furrows are opened in the middles that were not
opened for the first Irrigation. For
succeeding Irrigations this alternation
is continued. Cultivation should be
resumed as soon after irrigation as
this soil will permit so that growth
will not be checked. Do not irrigate
after the middle of August, for the
potatoes must be given sufficient time
to ripen in dry earth. Irrigation affects to a great extent the uniformity
and vitality of the potato crop.
d

Treatment for Lung Worms.
In a recent issue I advised treating
Animals afflicted with lung worms by
confining themln a tent or close room,
and causing them to Inhale the fumes
rising from sulphur sprinkled on live
coals, says a writer In an exchange.
Another effective treatment is to confine them and cause them to inhale
the fumes from burning pine shavings
sprinkled with turpentine and carbolic
acid. The main thing to guard against
with these treatments In suffocation,
but if an attendant is with the animals there is absolutely no danger.
The treatment must reach the air pas
sages and cells of the lungs where the
worms are lodged. This certainly
could not be expected of a remedy
that Is given through the mouth.
Thumps and heaves are not diseases
that should be classed with lung
worms.

two-thir-

3. Utilizes soluble plant food that
would otherwise escape from the soil.
4. Brings plant food from the lower soil to the surface soil

SHEEP INCREASE FARM VALUE
They Are Constantly Engaged In Con
verting Feed Into Mutton,
Wool and Fertility.
Somehow or other sheep have al
ways been associated with fertility of
the soil They are regarded as good
fertilizers, and it is proper to give
them a great deal of credit for it At
any rate, farms never get poorer when
they are depastured by sheep, but they
do Increase in richness until it be
comes practically impossible to raise
oats on such lands. Sheep are close
croppers and will eat grasB, weeds
and the foliage of trees, and will con
vert and distribute such portions of
what they consume as is not needed
for the nourishment of the body over
the land again. They graze nearly all
the time, eat plenty of grass if they
have it to eat, and are constantly engaged in converting feed into mutton,
wool and fertility. It has been said
of the sheep that it has no taste, and
for that reason will thrive as well on
weeds and browse as it will on grass.
We are not prepared to indorse all of
this. Sheep seem to be not very fastidious as regards herbage, and will
usually eat almost anything green.
That they will do as well on weeds as
grass we are not prepared to acknowledge. A sheep will eat nothing putrid
and no animal matter at all Garbage
has no charms for it
Soft Mashes for Turkeys.
Some people feed soft mashes to
their turkeys. This kind of food has
no place in the diet of turkeys Just
approaching a marketable condition.
Such food is liable to cause digestive
disturbances and result In bowel
trouble, which will counteract the
tendency to take on fat Hard grain
only should be fed.
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Kansas Valley
oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Mrs. L. Br. Woods entertained
Saturday evening in honor of
Miss Grace Komine and F. P.
Ogden, who are home spending
their summer vacation. The evening was pleasantly spent in
conversation, music and games.
At a late hour Mrs. Woods
served an excellent lunch, after
which the guests departed, hop
ing they might again enjoy such
hospitality.
generous
Those
present were Messrs. and
T. M. Ogden, L. A. Brown,
Geo. Lucas, Nelson Benson, C.
A. Kidd, Messrs. Roy Wood, F.
P. Ogden, L. Harper and Misses
Grace Romine, Maria Benson
and Master Carol Benson.
Mes-dam-

A FARM OF
YOU ft OWN

es

Mrs. D. E. Romine is attend
ing the normal institute at Wagon
Mound this week.
Mrs. T. M. Ogden and son,
Floyd, have spent the past week
at the Ogden ranch.
S. R. Davis has been quite busy

harvesting his wheat crop.
Miss Olga Nelson of Goodrich,
S. D., is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Chas. Chrisman.

Our valley was visited by an
excellent rain last week, which
helped the crops very much.

Mills Items
Berentz's have moved the post
store into the Bentley
Bldg., where they will have more
room. Charlie Witherell is con
ducting a barber shop in the
north room of the building.

office and

inl o w it o

G et It

HAVE a choice selection of Farm lands, Ir
rigated lands, Town lots, Ranches, Homesteads, Relinquishments. We have the best
for the farmer and homeseeker. Get a good
farm at a low price. The price of this land will
double in the next two years.
'
IE

.

Why

Write

Pay $25.00 to $100.00 for
farm land, when you canget
320 acres of as good agricultural land in New Mexico,
FREE, from the U. S. Government upon payment of
nominal filing, locating and
surveying fee, which, together with railroad fare,
does not exceed $100.00.

For full

particulars

about

this wonderful country if
you are interested, and if
you should want to trade
good property for a Patented
and Deeded farm, write us
the description of your property, and we will tell you what
we can do for you.

Will McAffee is home on his
claim again. Also Will Popham
came home from Illinois last
week.

Mrs. Coil'man is building an
addition to her house, a room to
be used as an art gallery.

We have in our building, a United States
missioner, a Land Locator, and a Surveyor.

Joe Lewis mother and sister
returned to El Reno, Oklahoma,
Thursday, after making a week's
visit here.

Write us what kind of a farm you want

Clay Berentz and Harvey Jones
have gone up north of Dawson to

REFERENCES:

Com-

Our hundreds of Satisfied Clients.

buy horses.

Everything is very quiet in
town as the people on the farms
are busy in the harvest fields.
Miss Lulj Cox, bookkeeper for
the Goodman Merc. Co. and
has purchased a
horse from Fred BrowD, and now

drives back and forth to her
claim evenings and mornings.
It's an ideal way to do.
i

List your property with the
Roy Real Estate & Abstract Co.
They will find you a buyer.

E. J. H. ROY, President

W. FRED OGDEN, Secretary

Roy Real Estate & Abstract Company
Roy,

New Mexico

in fifty-eigyears' history of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford railroad.
Fire which caused a loss of $500,000
destroyed the huge barns of tEe Arthur Dixon Transfer Company, in Chi
cago, burend to death 400 horses, imperiled the lives of a acore of men,
tied up the South Side Elevated railA BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING way line and the State street surface
line for hours and threatened the busiEVENTS IN THIS AND FORness district.
EIGN COUNTRIES.
Thousands of Elks, in Atlantic City,
N. J., for their annual reunion, gath'
ered in the marine ballroom on the
when the people of Atlantic City
Ill LATE DISPATCHES pier
formally presented them the freedom
of the city.
Miss Caroline Cantlon of Chicago, a
DOINQS AND HAPPENINGS THAT graduate of Vassar, has
Just discovMARK THE PROGRESS
ered that a bundle of mining stocks
she won in a foot race for girls at a
OF THE AGE.
fair in Alberta, Calgary, Is worth $70,-00and will probably be worth $100,-00Western Newspaper Union Newi Service.
shortly.
Unauthorized and concealed specu
WESTERN.
lations by James A. Pettit, president
Timothy E. Ryan, national DemO' of the Peavey Grain Company, whose
cratlc committee man of Wisconsin, is body was found in two feet of water
dead.
in Lake Michigan are authoritatively
enestimated at $1,000,000 in a signed
Peter A. Dey, aged eighty-five- ,
gineer who constructed the Rock Is- statement given out by the P. H. Pealand railway, died at his home in Iowa vey Company of Chicago.
City, la.
Members of the United States grand
A toronado swept a path of seven ury
wnicn returned
indictments
miles north of Winona, Minn., caus- charging three internal revenue collecing great damage to crops and farm tors with receiving bribes and twenty-on- e
buildings.
oficers and employes of butterlne
Though light in many places a gen- factories with conspiracy to defraud
eral rain has fallen In Oklahoma. the government, in Chicago, are facing
The Clmmaron river is reported high- complications and possibly prosecu
tion as the result of an investigation of
er than it has been this year.
a grand Jury "leak" which began as
' Mrs. James Skochne, a Bohemian,
soon as the indictments were re
and her three children, two girls, aged turned.
six and four and a boy, aged two, of
Deer hunting is permitted in thirty- Raymond, Wash., were burned to
seven states; elk hunting Is permitted
death when their home was destroyed. Un
Wyoming, Montana and Idaho; an
The Kansas Supreme. Court upheld open season for moose is provided in
the bloodhound as an agent of Justice. Maine and Minnesota;, mountain sheep
If the hound had been proven accurate may be hunted in Montana, Wyoming
In following the trail of human foot
and Idaho; mountain goats in Monsteps, that evidence was enough, said tana, Washington and Idaho. Antelope
the court, to convict.
are now protected throughout the
Archie Coble and his
United States, and caribou occur only
with
their heads in Idaho and Minnesota, where they
mashed by an ax wielded by an un- are protected throughout the year.
known murderer, were found dead In Some states limit each hunter to one
their bed in their home at Rainier. head of each kind of big game, but in
the case of deer the limits are usually
Wash, a town thirty miles from
more liberal. According to this report, there are 2,000 deer in Oregon,
Details have been brought of the 1,500 in Montana, 1,400 in Wyoming
great storm on the Japanese coast and 700 in Colorado,
June 20th, by steamship from the Ori
ent. Several hundred lives were lost
SPORT
and many ships destroyed. A tidal
WESTERN LEAGUE STANDING.
wave swept the port of Osaka, where
P.
W. U
Pet.
the water rose fivefeet and the Miye Denver.
2
79
60
.633
Maru was washed ashore.
Lincoln
77
31
.697
46

Silly Willie.
"What's little Willie, crying about?"
and the young man wished to compli"Because he doesn't get a holiday
ment his hostess, sayi the Boston on Saturday and his brother does."
"But why doesn't Willie get a holi
Transcript:
'"Madam, you played your part day on Saturday?"
"Because he isn't old enough to go
splendidly. It fits you to perfection."
"I'm afraid not. A young and pret- to BChool yet."
ty woman is needed for that part,"
Legislatively Expressed.
said the smiling hostess.
"No one can go wrong if he follows
"But, madam, you have positively
the Ten Commandments," said the
proved the contrary."
sincere citizen.
"Yes," replied Senator Sorphum,
Father Loses an Excuse.
"the only trouble about the Ten Com
"Don't you regret seeing your chil- mandments arises from the amenddren growing up to face the responsiments people try to tack on to them."
bilities of the world?"
"Yes," Mr. Bliggins said; "it's a litAids to Memory.
tle disappointing to find my boy so
Emporia Man Hello, Griggs! The
big that he is no longer an excuse last time I saw you, I think, was dur
for my going to the circus."
ing that summer when the grasshoppers stopped the railroad trains in
Nebraska.
Grandfather's Fault
Grimshaw;
Omaha Man No.
it
Father Why, when I was your age
I didn't have as much money In a was the summer when the grasshoppers didn't stop the trains in
month as you spend in a day.
Son Well, pa, don't scold me about Kansas.
It. Why don't you go for grandA Different Matter.
father? Silent Partner.
Jinx lied to me yesterday in order to
get oft to go to the ball game. He
said his wife's mother was dead."
"I think you are mistaken. I heard
what he said."
"Then what was it?"
"He said he would like to attend
his mother-in-law'- s
funeral."
Sincere But Awkward.

THE WORLD IN

It was at the private theatricals,

PARAGRAPHS

"

0

No Judge.
"Your father doesn't think you have
been especially well behaved," said
the small boy's uncle.
"I know that," answered the preco
cious Juvenile. "But things I have
heard mother say make me think he
isn't any great judge of high-clas- s
deportment."
No Time Wasted.
Olaf Larson, working in a milli
nery warehouse, backed into an eleva
tor shaft, and tell down five stories
with a load of boxes. Horror-stric- k
en, the other employes rushed down
the stairs, only to find him picking
himself unharmed out of the rubbish.
"Ess de boss mad?" he whispered
cautiously. "Tal' 'em Ay had to come
down for nails, anyway."

seventeen-year-old-brld-

--

--

32
76
Pueblo
44
.679
3
45
St. Joseph
80
.557
78
41
Sioux City
37
.626
79
39
40
Omaha
.494
79
Topeka
49
30
.380
Corporation
The United States Steel
80
Des
Moines
19
61
.237
anouncea that the unfilled tonnage on
3,301,058
Its books June 30th, totalled
Joe Carney, the Pacific coast pool
tons.
champion, won the
pool
The Grand Lodge of Elks at their match from James Matifro, champion
meeting in Atlantic City, N. J., elected of Colorado.
John Patrick Sullivan of New Orleans,
Absolute control of the Boston Na
grand exalted ruler.
tional baseball club Is to pass into tho
Hoke Smith of Georgia will go to hands of William Hepburn Russell
the United States Senate to fill out the president of the local organization.
unexpired term of United States Sen
Official figures are lacking, but it is
ator A. S. Clay.
the belief that the St. Louis IV and
Indictments against the "men high the Million Population Club are the
er up" In the labor slugging war have winning balloons in the elimination
been returned by the grand Jury in race that started from Kansas City.

GENERAL.

500-pot-

Chicago, throwing a "bombshell into
the ranks of organized labor in that
city.
With food at ther disposal and tents
provided for shelter, the thousand or
more homeless survivors of fire
swept Au Sable and Oscoda, Mich., are
safe. The known dead remain three
In number.
A, per capita tax of 50 cents will
bé levied on every member of the or
der of Elks to raise' the $250,000 need
ed for the new national Elks' home
at Bedford City, Va., according to ao- tlon taken by the grand lodge.
Injured in
Twelve dead, forty-fou- r
the hospital and a mountain of Junk at
embankment
the foot of a twenty-foo- t
at the western end of Bridgeport,
Conn., tell the tale of the worst wreck

Mike Malone,
the popular Denver
featherweight, is training every afternoon for his
bout with
"Muggsy" Schoel, of Cheyenne, which
takes place at Walsenburg, Colo.,
July 20.
Edward A. Stelninger, president of
the St. Louis National league basball
club, was appointed administrator of
the $400,000 estate of the late Stanley
M. Robinson by Probate Judge Holt-camStelninger must furnish $200,-00bond.
The training quarters for Frank
Gotch,
world's champion wrestler,
have been completed In Humboldt, la.
The quarters, which the champion has
christened "Riverside Camp," will consist of a large handball court, a regulation wrestling platform and a dressing room.
ten-roun- d

0
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How It Works.
the popular Chinese
Hsu Ping-Checonsul at San Francisco, discussed at
a recent dinner his country's customs.
A trial package of Munyon's Paw PaW
"There is one custom," said a young
Pills will be sent free to anyone on re girl, "that I can't understand and
quest. Address Professor Munyon, 63d 4 that is the Chinese custom ot com
Jefferson Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. If you are mitting suicide by eating gold leaf. 1
in need of medical advice, do not fail to can t understand how gold leal can
write Professor Munyon. Your communi kill."
cation will be treated in strict confidence,
"The partaker, no doubt," smiled the
and your case will be diagnosed as care- consul, "succumbs from a conscious
fully as though you had a personal inter ness of inward gilt."
view.
Munyon's Paw Paw- - Pills are unlike
all other laxatives or cathartics. They
eonx the liver into activitv bv sentía
methods. They do not scour, they do
not gripe, they do not weaken, but they
do Btart all the secretions of the liver
and stomach in a way that soon puts
these organs in a healthy condition and
constipation.
corrects
In my opinion
constipation is responsible for most ail
menta. There are 20 feet of human
bowels, which is really a sewer pipe,
When this pipe becomes clogged the
whole system becomes poisoned, caus
ing biliousness, indigestion and impure
blood, which often produce rheumatism
and kidney ailments. ' No woman who
Buffers with constipation or any liver
ailment can expect to have a clear
complexion or enjoy good health. If
I had my way I would prohibit the sale
of
of the cathartics that are
now being sold for the reason that they
soon destroy the lining of the stomach,
setting up serious forms of indigestion,
and so paralyze the bowels that they refuse to act unless forced by strong
purgatives.
nine-tenth- s

EXCURSION
HOMESEEKERS
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DURING 1911.
On

the first and third Tuesdays of

each month during the entire year
The Colorado and Southern Railway will sell round trip homeseekers'
excursion tickets to a great many
points in New Mexico and Texas at
greatly reduced rates. Final limit
liberal stop-ove- r
25 days allowing
privileges. For detailed information,
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colorado and Southern agent or address T.
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
Denver, Colo.
HOWARD

E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST

UtADVILLE. COLORADO,
Specimen prices: Gold, silver, lead, II; (old,
silver, 75c; gold, 50c; line or copper. $i.
Mailing envelopes and full price list sent on
application. Control and umpire work solicited. Reference: Carbonate National Bank

DENVER DIRECTORY

Eugene J. Relnhardt, M.D.,
Munyon's Paw Paw Pills are a tomo VIMEDIA
400 Central S. B. Blk., Denver, Colo.
to the stomach, liver and nerves. They
invigorate instead of weaken; they en DflU I ILUUK
flflY Dealer In all kinds ot
CHAND1NE. Mammoth cata-lo- e
rich the blood Instead of Impoverish
mailed free. Cor. lth A Blake. Denver.
get
all
to
they
enable
stomach
the
it;
the nourishment from food that is put THE M.J.O'FALLONSUPPLYCO
into it.
WHOLESALE
MKK-DUN-

These pills contain no calomel, no
dope; they are soothing, healing and
stimulating.
They school the bowels
to act without physic.
Regular size bottle, containing 45 pills,
Munyon's Laboratory, 63d &
Jefferson St.. Philadelphia.

25 cents,

PLUMBING! AND BTEAM GOODS.

radiators for heating residences
Boilers andbuildings.
General steam and waand public
and fittings, pumps
ter works supplies; pipepipe,
sewer pipe, seBrass
and windmills. hose,
fire hose, etc. üent for
rvient, garden
of Water Supply, inthe KewaneeourSystem
special pipe cutting tools.
quire for
Write for general Information. OFFICES.
WAREHOrSESi
CORNER 16TH

AND DISPLAY ROOMS
WYNKOOP STS., Denver.

Emmet Alldredge is taking a W. FRANK WALKOWIAK
certain girl of Roy attended
a party with her steady, and the vacation from his duties with the
Land Attorney.
A

LOCAL AND
PERSONAL
During the heavy storm of last
week considerable damage was
done in small tracts on this mesa
by hail and storm, reports from
which are now coming in. Among
those who were losers were Mr.
Bowman and Mr. E.S. Click, east
of town. Their crops were both
seriously injured by hail, and
two horses beloiurine to Mr.
Click were knocked senseless by
lightning and had an eye knocked
out, but with this exception both
a

n

;u

;

Afo

ni

Coble reports a large number of
chickens drowned or killed by
hailstones.

young man noticed a speck of
what appeared to be lint on her
shoulder. When she wasn't look
ing he attempted to knock it off
with his finger. After several
futile attempts he took hold of it
and attempted to pull it off. He
veled several yards of the
fleecy stuff and when he seemed
to have all of it, threw the wad
under the table. That night the
Sirl told her mother that she had
a Perfectly lovely time, 'but,"
1 have been
she added"S
wonaer
mouier-annere ln Dea'
wg wñut became or my union
suit.

Floersheim Mercantile Company
Practice in All Local Courts,
and is making a visit with friends Justice of the Peace, U. S. and Court
Commissioners, Registers and
and relatives at Springer.
Receivers.
Miss Hilda Floersheim and
Sylvan Floersheim left Monday
for Springer for a week's visit
with their brother, I. C. Floer-sheir- ,
and wife.

John Holder and family of the
Missouri Boulevard, were in Roy
this week, purchasing ranch

-

a

Pete J)allison of Springfield,
Mo., and J. D. Dallison and Jno,
Ferguson of Greensbarg, Kans.,
were in Roy the fore part of the
week. These parties are. looking
for homestead lands, and so well
were they impressed with the
country that they --will return
shortly and locate.

Evangelist E. M. Waller of
Tucumcari, under appointment
of the General Baptist Conven
tion of New Mexico, in co opera
tion with the Southern Baptist
Convention, left Tuesday for Solano and Mosquero. He says
Roy and the surrounding country
looks good to him, and predicts
for both a great future. He expresses himself as well pleased
with the Baptist outlook, and
hopes to return in a few weeks
to assist, in a revival meetins and
the organization- - of a Baptist

Miss Ollie Mitchell has accept
ed a position as saleslady with
the Floersheim Mercantile

ROY,

NEW MEXICO

W. R. HOLLY
AttorneyM-La-

w

Practices in Territorial
Federal Courts. :: ::

Springer,

and
::

::

N. Mex.

W. FRED OGDEN
Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
NEW MEXICO
ROY,

W. R. Holly, the well known
attorney of Springer, was in Roy
a few days this week on business.

Tucumcari

Leandro Archuleta, who has
been ill for several days, is able
to be out and attend to business.

Dr's. Thomson

.

Hospital.
& Noble,
Surgeons in Charge,

Tucumcari, New Mexico

If you feel like swearing, why,
Phosphate, Lemon swear. It's the feeling, and not
Cherry
THE ROY
Phosphate, any old phosphate, 5c the words that do the harm.
at Fairview Pharmacy.
Crushed' Fruit and Nut Sun
J. M. ALDRIDGE, Prop.
daes, 15c at Fairview Pharmacy.
C. C. Harper of near Mills, left
Shaving and Hair Cutting
this week for a visit to his old
Agency fob
home in Alfalfa county, Okla
Steam Laundry
homa. He says he will try and
church in Roy.
Shop in the Floersheim Merc Co. Bldg
send a number of his friends here
"
Physician and Surgeon
NEW MEXICO
ROY,
KlmerF.vn.ns and E.G. Parks to take homesteads before the
Calls Answered at All Hours
of the Evans & Parks Well Drill- - land is all taken
ROY,' NEW MEXICO
ing Company, drove down from
Springer Wednesday with their Mr. A. A. Himes of Las Ani
Restaurant & Bakery
steam boiler and left it at the mas, Colo., writes us that he wiJ
Mrs. Ida Church, Prop.
Variety Machine Shop to be re- - return to his homestead in a few
FRESH BREAD,
paired. They had this boiler in weeks and begin to improve his
good
a
Mr.
Hinies
has
fan".
shop
machine
at Snrineer.
the
CAKES and PIES
e
homestead in the Kansas
hnt were nna.lile to set the nee- Always on Hand
essarv work done on it at that Valley, and is a practical farmer
Meals and Short. Orders
place, and were compelled to
All kinds of Watches, Clocks and
. Jkvery
NEW MEXICO
and
ROY,
ranchman
farmer,
speaks
bring, it to Roy. This
'
Jewelry Repaired
be
is
to
requested
man
business
,'tifggj.
well for our home machinists.
All Work Guaranteed
present at the meeting at the
A. S. Bushkevitz and Harry I. O. O. F. Hall next Wednesday, ROY,
NEW MEXICO
60 YEARS'
Woodward made a business tripuuly 26th, at 2 p. m., to help fur
EXPERIENCE
V
...
this week to Springer, m the ther the plans of the district fair
interest of the Roy Telephone to be held in Roy this fall
Company. Mr. Bushkevitz states
that the company will install the F. E. E pus and Ross Eaton of
Trade Marks
phones in Springer in a few the Missouri Boulevard, were
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
weeks and will have the line business visitors to our city this Physician and Surgeon
Anrnne sendlna a sketch nnd description mT
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
working in good order by the week. They are both good farm
Invention Is probably patentable. Communion.
Hons strictly confident lul. HANDBOOK on Patent!
ers, and report they are going to
first of August.
Bushkevitz Building
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Jlunn A Co. receive
harvest boomer crops this fall.
tptcitü notice, without charge, in the
H. S. Murdoch, the dentist of
ROY, NEW MEXICO
scientific nincrican
Mrs. Adelle Bushkevitz is still
Springer, came down Monday
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest clr.
(illation of anv scieutlUO lournaL Terms, 13
rear: four months, tU Sold by all newsdealers.
and opened his office in the Fair- seriously indisposed at the ranch
Phone 552
rQ38IBr,adw.,,NeWY0rk
expectShe
ill
town.
has
of
Pharmacy,
with
west
been
the
view
F Bt Washington. D. C.
Branch Office.
ation of staying in Roy for a for several weeks and not improvweek. He received a phone mes- - ing as her friends hoped for,
G
3&
El E
sage Tuesday from Springer
stating his wife was, seriously ill, Alberto Branch returned home
Wyoming,
from
and he returned home at once in Wednesday
where he has been with his father
the Roy auto.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
for several months, working for
General Blacksmithing
Miss Belle Belknap left Wed- a big sheep company.
nesday for an extended visit to
Horse Shoeing a Specialty
Mr. and Mrs. George Cockerell
Tucumcari.
Roy,
eight
miles northeast of
of
AH Work Guaranteed to ive Satisfaction
Have you tried an ice cream received a visit from the stork,
Proprietor
J. B. KING,
soda for that tired feeling. Only Tuesday night. It's a girl, and
117
weighs the regulation 10 pounds.
10c at Fairview Pharmacy.

BARBER SHOP

T. F. SELF

Lewis W etzel

320-acr-

JEWELER

;

M. D. GIBBS

-

62&

The Roy Blacksmith Shop

